
ANTI-RAGGING

REGULATIONS ON ANTI-RAGGING

All students are required to note that they are prohibited from engaging in any form of

ragging. Based on the directions of the Hon'ble Supreme Court, the UGC framed the “UGC

Regulations on curbing the menace of ragging in Higher Educational Institutions, 2009”.

The aim of the Regulations is to prohibit, prevent and eliminate the scourge of ragging including

any conduct by any student or students whether by words spoken or written or by an act which

has the effect of teasing, treating or handling with rudeness a fresher or any other student, or

indulging in rowdy or indisciplined activities by any student or students which causes or is likely

to cause annoyance, hardship or psychological harm or to raise fear or apprehension thereof in

any fresher or any other student or asking any student to do any act which such student will not

in the ordinary course do and which has the effect of causing or generating a sense of shame, or

torment or embarrassment so as to adversely affect the physique or psyche of such fresher or any

other student, with or without an intent to derive a sadistic pleasure or showing off power,

authority or superiority by a student over any fresher or any other student, in all higher education

institutions in the country, and thereby, to provide for the healthy development, physically and

psychologically, of all students.

Any student found to be indulging in one or more of the above mentioned activities is liable to be

punished. Punishment could include expulsion from the Institute, suspension from the Institute

for a limited period, a fine with a public apology, withholding of scholarships, debarring from

representation in events, withholding of results and suspension or expulsion from the hostel or

mess.



ANTI RAGGING COMMITTEE

In conformity with Supreme Court judgements and directions, UGC guidelines and State

Government Instructions, JKKN College of Engineering and Technology, Kumarapalayam is

following ‘Zero-Tolerance policy’ towards ragging. Any student of JKKN College of

Engineering and Technology, Kumarapalayam accused and found guilty of ragging, will be

severely dealt with, in accordance with the Provisions of the Law.

Ragging has ruined countless innocent lives and careers. It is now defined as an act that violates

or is perceived to violate an individual student’s dignity. Ragging is totally banned in the campus

and anyone found guilty of ragging and/or helping ragging is liable to be punished as it is

criminal offence. JKKN College of Engineering and Technology, Kumarapalayam ensures strict

compliance on the prevention of Ragging in the form.

VISION

Promoting democratic values, tolerance, empathy, compassion, and sensitivity fosters a

ragging-free environment and shapes responsible citizens.

MISSION

To ensure a college environment free from ragging, it is crucial to send a strong message that any

form of ragging will not be tolerated.

OBJECTIVES

▪ Prohibit any form of behavior, whether verbal or written, or any act that involves teasing,

rudeness, or mistreatment of a fresher or any other student.

▪ Raise awareness among students about the severe consequences of ragging.

▪ Maintain constant vigilance to prevent the occurrence of ragging.

▪ Promptly address and take necessary action on any reported instances of ragging as

advised by the committee.



ANTI-RAGGING POLICY

According to the UGC Regulation on Curbing the Menace of Ragging in Higher Institutions,

2009, ragging constitutes one or more of any of the following acts:

▪ Any conduct by any student or students whether by words spoken or written or by an act

which has the effect of teasing, treating or handling with rudeness a fresher or any other

student.

▪ Indulging in rowdy or undisciplined activities by any student or students which causes or

is likely to cause annoyance, hardship, physical or psychological harm or to raise fear or

apprehension thereof in any fresher or any other student.

▪ Asking any student to do any act which such student will not in the ordinary course do

and which has the effect of causing or generating a sense of shame, or torment or

embarrassment so as to adversely affect the physique or psyche of such fresher or any

other student.

▪ Any act by a senior student that prevents, disrupts or disturbs the regular academic

activity of any Exploiting the services of a fresher or any other student for completing the

academic tasks assigned to an individual or a group of students.

▪ Any act of financial extortion or forceful expenditure burden put on a fresher or any other

student by students.

▪ Any act of physical abuse including all variants of it: sexual abuse, homosexual assaults,

stripping, forcing obscene and lewd acts, gestures, causing bodily harm or any other

danger to health or person;



▪ Any act or abuse by spoken words, emails, post, public insults which would also include

deriving perverted pleasure, vicarious or sadistic thrill from actively or passively

participating in the discomfiture to fresher or any other student.

▪ Any act of physical or mental abuse (including bullying and exclusion) targeted at

another student (fresher or otherwise) on the ground of colour, race, religion, caste,

ethnicity, gender (including transgender), sexual orientation, appearance, nationality,

regional origins, linguistic identity, place of birth, place of residence or economic

background.

PUNISHMENTS

According to the UGC Regulation on Curbing the Menace of Ragging in Higher Educational

Institutions, 2009, depending on the nature and gravity of the guilt established by the

Anti-Ragging Squad, those found guilty may be awarded one or more of the following

punishments, namely;

▪ Warning, writing apology letter

▪ Suspension from attending classes and academic privileges.

▪ Withholding/ withdrawing scholarship/ fellowship and other benefits.

▪ Debarring from appearing in any test/ examination or other evaluation process.

▪ Withholding results.

▪ Debarring from representing the institution in any regional, national or international

meet, tournament, youth festival, etc.

▪ Suspension/ expulsion from the hostel.



▪ Cancellation of admission.

▪ Rustication from the institution for period ranging from one to four semesters.

▪ Expulsion from the institution and consequent debarring from admission to any other

institution for a specified period.

ANTI-RAGGING COMMITTEE

S.no Name of the faculty Designation Category Contact No. Email ID

1 Dr.R.Sivakumar Principal Chairman 9842710606 principaljkkncet@jkkn.ac.in

2 Dr.K.M.Rajeindran CAO Convener 9942541666 rajendiran_km@jkkn.ac.in

3 Mr.T.Radhakrishnan AO Member 9944465115 radhakrishnan.t@jkkn.ac.in

4 Mr.T.A.Thavamani. Police Inspector Member 9443736199 thavamanita@gmail.com

5 Mr.P.Naveenkumar Official of NGO Member 9943908424 naveenkumarp@gmail.com

6 Mr.Shanmugavadivel Thasildar Member 9994734604 tahrkpm@gmail.com

7 Mr.S.Ayyappan,B.A., B.L Advocate Member 9842806879 ayyappan@gmail.com

8 Dr.K.S.Rishinath Medical Advisory Member 9361471266 rishinath1996@gmail.com



9 Mr.K.Mohan PG-Coordinator Member 9360460331 mohan@jkkn.ac.in

10 Mr.G.M.Sathyaseelan HOD-IT Member 9787334455 hodit@jkkn.ac.in

11 Mr.M.Kandasamy HOD-MECH Member 9789298008 hodmech@jkkn.ac.in

12 Mr.D.Dhanajeiyan HOD-CSE Member 8675338406 hodcse@jkkn.ac.in

13 Mr.N.Sasidharan HOD-S&H Member 9344017482 hods&h@jkkn.ac.in

14 Mrs.V.Devi Karunambiga HOD-EEE Member 9944849689 hodeee@jkkn.ac.in

15 Mrs.N.Ponnarasi HOD-ECE Member 9942692796 hodece@jkkn.ac.in

16 Ms.M.Geetha Student President Member 9384752022 geetha.m@jkkn.ac.in

17 Mr.S.Palanisamy Parent Member 8220442207 palanisamys@gmail.com

18 Mr.P.Sasikumar Student-Fresh category Member 9003713008 sasikumar.p@jkkn.ac.in

19 Ms.R.P.Vijayabharathi Student-Fresh category Member 6385639497 vijayabharathi.rp@jkkn.ac.in

Students can also call the toll free round-the-clock UGC National Anti-Ragging Helpline
1800-180-5522 or write email to helpline@antiragging.in

For any other information regarding ragging, please visit the UGC Website i.e. www.ugc.ac.in &
www.antiragging.in

The Centre for Youth (C4Y) is the Monitoring Agency from April 01, 2022 (www.c4yindia.org)
to support the National Ragging Prevention Programme in the country.

ANTI-RAGGING SQUAD COMMITTEE

S.no Name of the faculty Designation Category Contact No. Email ID

1 Dr.R.Sivakumar Principal Chairman 9842710606 principaljkkncet@jkkn.ac.in

2 Dr.K.M.Rajeindran CAO Convener 9942541666 rajendiran_km@jkkn.ac.in

3 Mr.T.Radhakrishnan AO Member 9944465115 radhakrishnan.t@jkkn.ac.in

4 Mr.K.Mohan PG-Coordinator Member 9360460331 mohan@jkkn.ac.in

5 Mr.G.M.Sathyaseelan HOD-IT Member 9787334455 hodit@jkkn.ac.in

6 Mr.M.Kandasamy HOD-MECH Member 9789298008 hodmech@jkkn.ac.in

7 Mr.D.Dhanajeiyan HOD-CSE Member 8675338406 hodcse@jkkn.ac.in

8 Mr.N.Sasidharan HOD-S&H Member 9344017482 hods&h@jkkn.ac.in

mailto:helpline@antiragging.in
http://www.antiragging.in


9 Mrs.V.Devi Karunambiga HOD-EEE Member 9944849689 hodeee@jkkn.ac.in

10 Mrs. N.Ponnarasi HOD-ECE Member 9942692796 hodece@jkkn.ac.in


